Information Retrieval/Knowledge Discovery
WANTED: Java web developer (m/f), full-time

We are looking for a creative Java developer to reinforce our team in Vienna and surrounding area, the
beautiful Viennese Woods. You will work in the fields of knowledge discovery and retrieval with our
application framework „m2n Intelligence Management”. You can expect an optimal working environment,
creative leeway and interesting assignments.
m2n - consulting & development gmbh is an Austrian research and development enterprise which
focuses on cutting-edge technologies in the fields of model based application development and knowledge
discovery. We implement innovative solutions for our customers in the public sector and industry in the
context of R&D projects and in close cooperation with our national and international partners.

Your skills and qualification:

▪

You hold a BSc or MSc in computer science (or equivalent)

▪

You bring excellent knowledge of object oriented Java software engineering

▪

You are interested in information retrieval and/or familiar with frameworks such as lucene and
methods like named entity recognition, classification and clustering.

▪

You are interested in semantic technologies

▪

You perform independent and proactive

▪
▪

You like solving complex assignments and are open for creative concepts; you like the idea of working in an innovative area with contact points to current research
You're a team player and bring the ability to assert yourself

Your tasks:

▪
▪

You are responsible for the analysis, design, (further) development and documentation of components in the fields knowledge discovery and retrieval as part of our team
You plan and execute quality assurance measures self-dependently

We offer:

▪

Varying and challenging tasks in a young and dynamic team

▪

Exciting assignments in cutting-edge fields and creative leeway

▪

Work on national and international client and research projects

▪

An optimal working environment with freedom for individual development; in Vienna at the CodeFarm – which comes with a pool and a park

▪

Optional university level research and/or PhD possibilities

▪

Self-determined, flexible working hours

▪

Payment according to Austria’s collective agreement for IT and your skills

We support you in any administrative issues, apartment-hunting and your relocation to Austria.
The m2n-family is looking forward to meeting you in the beautiful Vienna Woods!
Interested? Send your application per mail to:
office@m2n.at, +43 660/7119872, m2n – consulting and development gmbh

